Title word cross-reference

#swineflu [KSS14].

H [HC11]. K [LKZ+15].

-means [LKZ+15].


2015 [BJJK17]. 2017 [JRRY19].

Access [RSM+17, XWLC19].
accumulation [NM12]. Accurate [EV13].
ACM [Che10]. Activities [CRW19].
activity [AC10]. Acute [MH13]. Ad
[MSD17, SWB19]. Adapt [EV13]. Adapter
[SK12]. Adapting [ZZX+18]. Adaptive
[JBEM15]. add [DDGR11]. Adoption
[KS13, ZTD+13]. Advertising
[LZX16, LCC17]. Advisory
[NMS12, SRS11]. Affective [KC13],
agencies [SRS11]. Agency [BR15]. Agent
[LAYR13, YHLW15, GIYZ11].
Agent-Oriented [YHLW15]. agile
[CRAH10]. AI [PGPB19]. AI-Based
[PGPB19]. Algorithm
[MSD17, WEM+13, HL11]. Algorithms
[EV13, GUH16, LCS+20]. Alignment
[CNJ13, UL13]. Alliance [BMS17].
Ambiguity [DSZ17, LHT15]. Among
[BMRW15, SKT11]. Analyses [ZCL15].
Analysis
[BSPP18, BR15, KJRD16, PWS+15, WR12,
YZJ+19, ZGG13, ZAZC18, AC10, KY11].
Analytical [WWL+15]. Analytics [BMS17, CGS12, LCC13, SJC15].
Analyzing [HC11, JHC19, NYS12].
Android [PMH+20]. Annealing [MHT19].
Annealing-based [MHT19]. Answering [KF19]. ante [LSS20]. App [MSD17].
Application [KS13, ZNJ19, PZH11].
Applications [HSK17, LCS+20, ZTD+13, ZCL15].
Approach [ARLEG17, BRH+15, CNJ13, Em19, SJC15, SSY16, WR12].
Approaches [HZZ12]. Apriori [MSD17]. archetypes [DW11].
Art [ZAZC18]. Artful [DM15].
article [LR11]. Artifacts [SSY16, BFV12].
Assessment [FKBW15, KZ19].
Assignment [RSM+17]. assignments [GIYZ11].
Assistive [EV13]. Assurance [FKBW15].
Asynchronous [SK12]. attacks [WXR10].
Attention [XLLX18]. Auctions [SWB19]. Audit [LYC16]. Audits [ZML+13].
Australian [KC13, PWS+15].
Autocorrelations [ZTD+13]. Automated [LHT15]. Availability [XLZ+16].
Available [YYJ14]. Aware [LT16, UTL20]. away [BKSZ10].
AZEmo [YZJ+19].
Based [DBC+14, DMJ+13, FKBW15, JRYY19, KTF15, LHT15, LKZ+15, LYC16, MSD17, PGPB19, RSM+17, UTL20, WH13, XLLX18, ZLY+15, Em19, MAKH+11, MHT11, RW11, ZLC12].
Bayesian [BA14,Orm13]. Behavior [DMJ+13, LKZ+15, LAYR13, Uhl11, WXR10].
Blockchains [MWV+18]. Bookmarking [WR12].
Botnet [LKZ+15]. Boundary [JCMR15]. BPM [SSY16]. Bride [SCT+13].
Broadband [PCLL19]. broadcasting [RW11].
broader [NB11]. Building [Goo14, HBL14].
Business [BRH+15, BSPP18, CGS12, CNJ13, FKBW15, GUH16, GSV15, JJ19, LCC13, MWV+18, MH13, SSY16, SJKP17, UL13, XLZ+16, YHLW15, RW11, SRS11].
Business-to-Consumer [SJYP17].

CAE [Goo14]. Can [LAYR13].
Candlestick [TQ14]. capital [DFP11].
Capping [HSK17]. Care [KC13, MH13, ZML+13].
Case [BTZ17, BMFL15, NM15]. Casual [NMS12].
Catching [HYG19]. centered [PZH11].
Certification [SJYP17]. Chain [KT15].
Challenges [KCTM18, MWV+18, BGMS11, Che11].
Change [ARLEG17, LAYR13, LTC+12].
Changes [SJYP17]. characteristics [AZ12].
Characterization [PMH+20].
Charts [TQ14]. Chat [DMJ+13, GIYZ11].
Chat-Based [DMJ+13]. Checking [JADT15]. Chinese [YZJ+19].
Choice [HZZ12]. CIOs [DW11].

Clarity [TW17].
Classes [LS17]. Classification [DSZ17, KTF15, GIYZ11, HL11].
Classifiers [BSS14].
Click [GSS16].
Click-Through-Rate [GSS16].
Clinical [BMFL15, MO13, PWS+15, SYS+13].
Cloud [EFK+20, MAKH+11, XWLC19].
Cloud-based [MAKH+11].

Clustering [LHT15]. Coherence [LT16].
Colleges [Goo14]. Combination [BSS14].
Combining [LZX16]. commerce [YZJ+19].

Communication [DMJ+13, KC13, KSS14, SK12, VSRU13].
Communities [LSS20, WWL+15].
community [SKT11]. Compact [CLYH19].
Comparative [PWS+15]. Comparison [ZGG13].
Competitive [ZGG13].

Compilations [KS15].


Concentration [GSS16]. Concept [LHT15]. Concept-Based [LHT15].

Conceptual [LS17, PBT18]. Confucianism [HBL14]. Congruence [CSS17].

Constrained [RSM+17]. Constraints [RSM+15, XLZ+16]. Consumer [SKJP17, YYJ14, Uhl11, ZLC12].

containing [ARV11]. Contemporary [DJS18]. Content [LT16, WR12, YYJ14].

Context [PFD+13, UTL20]. Context-Aware [UTL20].

Context-Sensitive [PFD+13]. Contexts [Kak17]. Contextual [LZJ16].

Contingency [SKT15]. Continuous [TWC16]. Continuous-Space [TWC16].

Contractual [NM15]. Contrasting [ZTD+13]. Contributed [YYJ14].


Coordination [SKT15]. corporate [AC10].

Correlated [PGPB19]. Created [LS17].

Creation [SK12]. Credit [LTC+12].

Criteria [ZNJ19]. Cues [DMJ+13].


Customization [KF19]. Cyber [Goo14, PGPB19, PPC+20].


Data [BRH+15, BMFL15, HLG14, LT16, MO13, PGPB19, PMH+20, TSCT18, AZ12, FCKG10, MAHK+11]. Data-Driven [BRH+15, PMH+20]. Dataflow [GSV15].

Deal [BMIRW15]. Deceptive [DMJ+13].


Dependency [DSZ17, HMN+16, NLLZ20]. Derivation [ZLY+15]. Design [ARLEG17, DJS18, GH13, HH19, NM12, PBT18, SRS11, Cha11, Che11]. Designing [RW11]. Detecting [BTZ17, CRW19, DMJ+13].

Detection [KTF15, LKZ+15, PFD+13, XLLX18, LLK+11, MAHK+11]. Deter [EYS+17].


Directions [LFS18, LCC13].

Disambiguation [Ema19]. Discipline [CGS12, NM12]. disclosures [WXR10].

Discontinuity [TSCT18]. Discovering [ARLEG17, TWC16, TSCT18]. Discovery [BSPP18, DM15, RADS12, WR12].

Discrete [HZZ12]. Dispatch [VSRU13].

Dispatch-Mediated [VSRU13]. Dispersed [SKT15]. Display [SWB19]. Distributed [MO13].

Do [EYS+17, HCLN12, DDGR11].


Dogs [Tuz11]. Domain [KF19].

Double [CXSW17]. Double-Layer [CXSW17].

Driven [BRH+15, HZZ12, PMH+20].

Drivers [WXR10]. Drug [YYJ14].

Dynamics [BRH+15, CNJ13, KS13, CRAW10].


Ecosystems [BSPP18]. ecoxight [BSPP18].

Editorial [Che10, Che11, JL15]. Education [CGS12]. Effect [LP16].

Effective [CLHY19, LZX16, LCC17, DW11]. Effects [CSS17, YDS+13]. Efficiency [SWB19].


[GIYZ11]. Implementation [CNJ13].
Implementing [FN18]. Improve [TW17].
Improved [EV13].
[FKBW15, MSD17]. In-App [MSD17], Incentive [MH13]. Incentives [SJJP17].
Increasing [LS17]. Incremental [JHC19].
Indebted [LSS20]. index [HC11]. Industry [BTZ17].
Inference [Orm13, SYS+13].
Influence [XLLX18]. Influence-Based [XLLX18]. Information
[Bur16, CLYH19, CGS12, EYS+17, FN18, HCLN12, JRYY19, KS13, KCSTM18, RCFT18, UL13, YDS+13, HC11, Kan11, MMW11, NM12, PHCS11, WXR10, NB11].
Innovation [GUH16]. Insurance [PPC+20].
Insured [PGPB19]. Integration
[GSV15, PBT18]. Intelligence [CGS12, LCC13, RW11]. Intention [CSS17].
Interaction [CRW19]. Interactions [JADT15, KY11]. Interactive
[BSPP18, DBC+14]. Interpretive [SCT+13]. Interventions [LAYR13].
Introduction [BJJK17, JRYY19]. Invested
[LSS20]. Investigating
[Kak17, SKT15, BKSZ10, LC19, LCC17].
Investigation
[JCMR15, SCT+13, MCTC11, WXR10].
IT-related [DFP11]. IT-Supported [NMS12]. Item [ZZA+13]. Items [SYS+13].
Itemset [NLLZ20].
Job [ZZX+18]. Joint [ZZX+18].

Keyboard [LZW+19]. Keywords
[TWC16]. Knowledge [LSS20, Tuz11, WWL+15, WH13, MM12, NM12, SKT11].
Knowledge-Sharing [WWL+15].

labeling [HL11]. Language
[PBT18, TWC16, LLK+11]. Large

Learning
[DAHND18, KF19, UTL20, ZZX+18].
Likely [PPC+20]. Likes [BMRW15].
linguistic [KY11]. Link [LFS18]. Links
[LCC17]. Live [GIYZ11]. Live-chat
[GIYZ11]. Local [NLLZ20]. Logs [PLW+17].
Look [PGPB19]. Loyalty [Kak17].

Machine [DAHND18]. Mail [SCT+13].
Mail-Order-Bride [SCT+13]. Majority
[KLL19]. malware [MAKH+11].
Management [HMN+16, LHT15, MWV+18, SSY16, WH13, XLZ+16, Tuz11].
Mapping [LHT15]. Market [WH13].
Market-Based [WH13]. Markets
[GS16, BGMS11, DDGR11]. Matching
[MHT19]. Matilda [KC13]. Matrix
[LCS+20]. Matter [WH13]. Maximization
[MH13, WEM+13]. means [LKZ+15].
Measure [MBF+17]. measures
[MCTC11]. Measuring [JJ19]. Mechanism
[LKZ+15, LYS+16]. Media
[CRW19, LC19, YYJ14, YZJ+19, ZLC12].
Mediated [VSU13, BFV12]. Medical
[EYS+17, MFBK+17, ZML+13]. Medicare
[MH13]. Meeting [RSM+15]. Message
[DMJ+13]. Meta [RCFT18]. Meta-Model
[RCFT18]. metaphor [Cha11]. Method
[FKBW15, NYS12]. Methods [LSF18].
metrics [ZLC12]. Microblog [PFD+13].
Microblogging [BR15]. Minimizing
[RSM+15]. Minimum [BMRW15]. Mining
[ARLE17, BMFL15, NYS12, NLLZ20, PWS+15, PLW+17, YHLW15, ZML+13, vDa12, FCKG10, LLK+11]. Mismatch
[LHT15]. Missing [HLG14]. Mitigation
[RYR14]. Mixed [RCFT18]. MOB
[SCT+13]. Mobile [LZW+19]. Model
[GH13, RCFT18, VSU13, XLLX18, ZZA+13]. Modeling [CRAH10, DBC+14, HMN+16, JHC19, LTC+12, LS17, PBT18, WEM+13, LLK+11, PZH11, ALJH12].
Models
[CRW19, KTF15, TWC16, FCKG10].


ReliefF-Enhanced [NYS12]. Repetition [EYS+17]. reports [LLKC11].

Representation [ZZX+18]. representative [LLKC11]. Reputation [RR20].


Research [GH13, LFS18, LCC13, FCKG10]. researcher [HC11]. Reservation [CSS17].

Residential [KC13]. Resolving [DSZ17].


retention [PHCS11]. Return [ZCL15].

returns [DFP11]. Retweeting [ALJH12].

Revenue [SWB19]. Revenues [MSD17].

Review [CLYH19, NYS12, UL13, ZAZC18, LLK+11]. Reviews [HCLN12, KZ19, ZLC12].

revisited [Tuz11]. RFID [BS13, KTF15]. RFID-Based [KTF15]. Right [ZZX+18].

Risk [DDGR11, KSS14, PGPB19, YRUP14, HL11].


Safety [YYJ14]. Scalable [PFD+13]. Scale [FKBW15]. Scheduling [XLZ+16, LSS15].

Science [GH13, Che11, NM12]. Search [GSS16, LCC17, Cha11, PZH11, WX10].


Secure [XWLC19]. Security [EFK+20, Goo14, RSM+15, YRUP14, WX10].


Service-oriented [ZNJ19]. Services [DJ518, EYS+17, LSS15]. Set [CLYH19].


Similarities [TQ14]. Similarity [MFBK+17]. Simulated [MHT19].

Situated [JCMR15]. Six [MMW11]. Small [PGPB19]. Smart [KCSTM18, YLA13].

SOA [CN13]. Social [BTZ17, CRW19, LFS18, LC19, WR12, XLLX18, YYJ14, YZ+19, ZTD+13].
ZZA+13, KY11, PZH11, RW11, ZLC12].
social-broadcasting-based [RW11].
societal [Che11]. Socioeconomic
[PCLL19]. Software
[BNSW15, BSA14, JHC19, Kak17, CRAH10].
 Solutions [PBT18], something [BKSZ10].
 Source [BNSW15, BSA14, Bur16, KJRD16].
 Sources [Bur16]. Space [TWC16]. spam
[LLK+11]. Spanning [JCMR15]. Special
[BJJK17, JRYY19]. specific [MCTC11].
 Sponsored [GSS16, LCC17]. Spyware
[PMH+20]. Stability [BSA14].
 Stakeholder [ZCL15]. Stakeholders
[Bur16]. State [ZAZC18]. State-of-the-Art
[ZAZC18]. States [SYS+13]. Status
[PCLL19]. Stock [LLKC11, TQ14, ZCL15].
 Stocks [LC19]. storage [DDGR11].
 Strategies [LZX16, BKSZ10]. Strategy
[SJK17]. Streams [PFD+13, MAKH+11, RADS12].
 Structural [BNSW15, SKT15]. Study [BMFL15,
 BNSW15, KTF15, NM15, RCFT18, Kan11].
 subject [PZH11]. subject-centered
[PZH11]. Supply [KTF15, MSD17].
 Supply-Side [MSD17]. Support
[ARLEG17, LZW+19, MO13, ARV11, KY11].
 Supported [NMS12]. Surveillance
[YYJ14]. Survey [LFS18, MMW11].
 sustainability [AC10]. Swine [KSS14].
 Synchronous [SK12]. System [CN13,
 DJS18, GUH16, HYG19, KS13, LP16, MO13,
 RR20, YZJ+19, ZML+13, RW11].
 Systematic [UL13]. Systemic [GSS16].
 Systems [ARLEG17, BSA14, CGS12,
 JRYY19, JJ19, JL15, JBEM15, KCSTM18,
 KF19, LT16, NM15, PBT18, RSM+17,
 RCFT18, SSY16, VSRU13, ZZA+13, AZ12,
 HC11, KY11, MMW11, NM12, NB11].
 systems-findings [MMW11].

Tagging [ZZA+13, PZH11]. Tags [WR12].
Talent [ZZX+18]. Targeting [LZX16].
Task [SKT15]. tasks [DFP11]. Taxonomy
[Bur16]. Teams [SKT15, BFV12, MM12].

Technique [LHT15, LYC16, FCKG10].
Technology [JRYY19, KS13, UL13,
ZTD+13, BFV12, MCTC11].
technology-mediated [BFV12], tele
[SRS11]. tele-advisory [SRS11], telesales
[SRS11]. Temporal [CRW19]. Test
[SYS+13]. testing [DW11]. Text
[ARLEG17, BMFL15, LZW+19, LLK+11,
NYS12, ZLC12, HL11]. Text-based
[ZLC12]. Their [CSS17, LR11, MM12].
Them [HYG19]. Theoretical [LFS18].
Theory [PPC+20]. Thousand [LC19].
Threefold [HH19]. Throughput
[WEM+13]. ThumbStroke [LZW+19].
Time
[GSS16, KTF15, LYC16, WEM+13, AC10].
time-series [AC10]. Times [LSS15]. TMIS
[BJJK17, Che10]. too [SWB19]. Tool
[KSS14]. Topics [PFD+13]. Touchscreen
[LZW+19]. Transaction [TSCT18].
Transfer [KF19], transitions [RADS12].
Transparency [NMS12]. travel [SRS11].
Trending [PFD+13], tricks [Tuz11]. Trust
[CSS17, HBL14, LCC17, MCTC11, Oma13].
Truthful [SWB19]. Tweeters [ALJH12].
Twitter [ALJH12, KSS14, ZAZC18]. Two
[HZZ12]. Typing [DMJ+13].

Understanding
[BRH+15, BMS17, WYL+15]. Unfair
[RR20]. Unique [CGS12]. Universal
[SSY16]. Universities [Goo4]. Use
[Kak17, KSS14, BFV12, DFP11, MM12].
User [Kak17, RSM+15]. Using
[BMS15, BSPP18, BTZ17, BSA14, DMJ+13,
LKL+15, LTC+12, NYS12, WR12, YYJ14,
Cha11, LLKC11]. Utility [BTZ17, GH13].

Valuation [WH13]. Value
[CSS17, FKBW15, GUH16, JJ19, DDGR11].
Values [Kak17]. Variable [LSS15]. Vast
[KLL19]. Vendor [HCLN12, SJKP17]. via
[HSK17, TWC16, WEM+13, ZML+13].
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